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Single-molecule spectroscopy was employed to elucidate the 

fluorescence spectral heterogeneity and dynamics of individual, 

immobilised trimeric complexes of the main light-harvesting 

complex of plants in solution near room temperature. Rapid 

reversible spectral shifts between various emitting states, each 

quasi-stable for seconds to tens of seconds, were observed for a 

fraction of the complexes. Most deviating states were 

characterised by the appearance of an additional, red-shifted 

emission band. Reversible shifts of up to 75 nm were detected. By 

combining modified Redfield theory with a disordered exciton 

model, fluorescence spectra with peaks between 670 nm and 705 

nm could be explained by changes in the realisation of the static 

disorder of the pigment site energies. Spectral bands beyond this 

wavelength window suggest the presence of special protein 

conformations. We attribute large, red shifts to the mixing of an 

excitonic state with a charge-transfer state in two or more strongly 

coupled chlorophylls. Spectral bluing was explained by the 

formation of an energy trap before excitation energy equilibration. 

Fluorescence Spectral 

Dynamics of 

Single LHCII Trimers 
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INTRODUCTION 

Containing at least half of all the chlorophyll (Chl) pigments in chloroplasts, the main light-

harvesting complex of plants and green algae, LHCII, serves as the principal collector of solar 

energy on earth (1, 2). Upon capturing a photon, the absorbed energy is efficiently funneled 

via excitation energy transfer to the reaction centre where rapid charge separation creates 

temporal stabilisation of the energy (3). The LHCII antenna is located on the periphery of 

photosystem II (PSII) and naturally assembles into a trimeric structure of three very similar 

pigment-protein subunits (4, 5). The primary function of the protein is to bind pigments in an 

arrangement that ensures both efficient absorption of solar photons and protection against 

excess light and reactive oxygen species. The resolved structure of LHCII identified eight Chl 

a’s, six Chl b’s, and four carotenoids (Cars), as well as their ensemble-average orientations 

and relative positions (2, 6). 

This detailed structural information allowed a decisive study of the spectroscopic and 

energy transfer properties of LHCII, which gave rise to a comprehensive picture of the 

energy equilibration in the trimer (7, 8): the Chls in each monomeric subunit couple strongly 

into four excitonic clusters, resulting in ultrafast (<300 fs) relaxation within a cluster, 

followed by slower (sub-ps to ~10 ps) exciton hopping between them, and subsequent 

intermonomeric and eventually intertrimeric energy transfer. A robust disordered exciton 

model (7), based on modified Redfield theory, could explain all spectroscopic features that 

were revealed by numerous experimental techniques by including (i) explicit estimates of 

the pigment site energies, (ii) intrinsic disorder of the pigment site energies, (iii) excitonic 

coupling between Chl pigments, and (iv) an estimate of the interaction between the pigment 

electronic transitions and the protein’s nuclear vibrations, known as exciton-phonon 

coupling. The nuclear perturbations (phonons) are often separated into two classes: those 

that relax on timescales much shorter than the characteristic fluorescence lifetime (denoted 

dynamic disorder), and considerably slower collective motions (static disorder). The strong 

inter-pigment excitonic interactions of the Chls in LHCII delocalise the excitations over 

multiple pigments, whereas the disorder promotes localised states. The interplay between 

these couplings and the different contributions of disorder determines the energy 

equilibration in the system and the properties of the lowest exciton state. 

The glass-like disorder of proteins (9) gives rise to heterogeneous exciton-phonon 

coupling in pigment-protein complexes and an essentially unique time-dependent realisation 

of the static disorder for every complex. In the context of the protein energy landscape 

model (10), an excitation perturbation increases the probability to cross energy barriers 

between different local minima, enabling the protein to traverse an extended region of its 

excited-state and ground-state landscapes. Due to the strong exciton-phonon coupling and 

barriers of differing heights, these conformational fluctuations give rise to spectral 

fluctuations of different extents and timescales (11). Various pigment-protein complexes 

exhibit considerable spectral diffusion, as revealed by single-molecule spectroscopy (SMS) 

(12–19), a technique that provides insight on various fluctuation phenomena that are 

impossible to resolve with standard ensemble-averaging techniques. 
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SMS generally exploits fluorescence intensity fluctuations, allowing wavelength-

integrated fluctuations on timescales down to 0.1–10 ms to be resolved (e.g., Refs. 20–22). 

By investigating spectral diffusion on subsecond to second timescales, SMS has been able to 

delicately elucidate the structure and function of various intrinsically fluorescent systems 

(12–19), with the relatively robust light-harvesting complexes of purple bacteria being the 

most thoroughly studied natural multi-pigment-protein systems (see, e.g., Ref. 23 for a 

recent review). 

The first SMS results of LHCII revealed intensity fluctuations at room temperature as well 

as polarisation and small spectral fluctuations at cryogenic temperatures, with a 

photobleaching behavior found to be independent of the utilised methods of complex 

immobilisation (24, 25). The two papers reported opposing outcomes for the energetic 

coupling between monomeric subunits, which was ascribed to small differences in the 

complex environment or sample treatment.  

In this work, the fluorescence spectral dynamics of single LHCII trimers are investigated 

for the first time close to room temperature. Many of the spectral properties are 

qualitatively related to simulated results to describe the energy delocalisation of the various 

accessible lowest excitonic states. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Sample Isolation  

Photosystem II antenna complexes were isolated from spinach thylakoids as described 

previously (26), with minor modifications. The LHCII trimers were extracted by applying the 

resulting LHCII-enriched elute on a continuous sucrose gradient and centrifuging the 

solubilised fractions for 17 hours at 40,000 rpm at 4°C, after which the lowest part of the 

thick LHCII band was subjected to gel filtration chromatography, as described previously 

(27). Additional gel filtration substantially reduced the fraction of monomers and free Chl 

pigments (see Fig. 3.1). No observable increase in the nontrimeric contribution was found 

after a freeze-thaw cycle of a sample stored at –80°C. A high performance liquid 

chromatography (HPLC) analysis (28) identified that a third of the complexes contained Vio, 

and that only trace amounts of contaminants were present. 

Sample Preparation and Immobilisation 

The purified LHCII trimeric complexes were solubilised in a buffer [20 mM Tris (pH 8.0), 

1 mM MgCl2 and 0.03% (w/v) n-dodecyl-β,D-maltoside] and diluted to a final concentration 

of ~10 pM. A drop of a few µL was deposited onto a substrate of poly-L-lysine (PLL) (Sigma) 

and a few minutes were allowed for the complexes to settle onto the substrate, after which 

unbound complexes were removed by washing the sample cell with deoxygenated buffer. 

This ensured a monolayer of ~10 complexes per 10×10 µm2 in an oxygen-free environment. 

Oxygen in the buffer was thoroughly scavenged by an enzymatic system of 200 µg/mL 

glucose oxidase, 7.5 mg/mL glucose and 35 µg/mL catalase (all from Sigma) and by 

simultaneous flushing of gaseous nitrogen. This exceedingly reduced photooxidation of the 
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complexes and consequently prolonged their survival times with more than one order of 

magnitude. The presence of MgCl2 in the buffer enhanced attachment of the complexes 

onto the PLL substrate. 

The PLL layer was created by immersing a standard silica microscope coverslip in a 0.01% 

(v/v) (pH 6.8) solution of PLL at room temperature, followed by copious rinsing in distilled 

water. At these conditions, the PLL, being in a random coil conformation, is expected to 

adsorb into a dense, smooth, even layer on the silicon surface (29). In acidic and neutral 

aqueous conditions, most of the terminal amines of the PLL side chains are protonated (30). 

When a silica surface is coated, the protruding strands are thus expected to form a layer of 

positively-charged amino groups, which predominantly electrostatically adhere to the 

carboxyl groups of a protein. An LHCII trimer is expected to bind at multiple sites either at 

the N- or C-terminal domains and hence, on an even surface, binding all three monomeric 

subunits simultaneously.  

Experimental Setup 

Excitation pulses from a Ti:Al2O3 laser source (Mira 900, 76 MHz; Coherent), peaking at 630 

nm, were typically used. This wavelength allowed observation of large fluorescence spectral 

shifts down to ~650 nm as well as nonselective excitation of Chl a and b. The typical 

excitation power was 0.9–1.0 µW, which corresponded to a focal irradiance of 228–

253 W cm-2. An elaborate description of the utilised setup is given in Chapter 2.3 and Fig. 2.2. 

Fluorescent particles were located by performing a raster scan of a specified area on the 

 

Figure 3.1. Gel-filtration chromatogram after first (grey line, top) and second (black) purifications, 

recorded at 630 nm, and inverted second derivative of second purification (dashed line). The flow rate 

was 25 mL/h. The peaks at ~23.5 min, ~25.5 min, ~28 min and ~32 min correspond to contaminants 

(C), LHCII trimers (T), monomers (M) and free pigments (FP), respectively. The fraction collected after 

25 min of the second purification was typically used. 
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buffer-substrate interface and sending the resulting fluorescence to the avalanche 

photodiode (APD). The matrix of detected intensities was then associated with the Piezo 

stage coordinates and converted into an image, after which fluorescence spots with 

intermediate intensity were selected and investigated spectroscopically. The intensity of 

these spots corresponds well with the expected fluorescence intensity from trimers (see 

Chapter 2.5). The properties of the fluorescence spectral profiles were determined by 

skewed Gaussian approximations (see Appendix). 

Data Analysis 

The fluorescence spectral profiles are reminiscent of a Gaussian shape with an enhanced 

wing and tail, typically to the red, and are accordingly well characterised by a skewed 

Gaussian function. Considering a skewness b, peak amplitude A and peak wavelength λ0, the 

following function was typically used (52): 
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The FWHM is accordingly given by  

2FWHM 2 2ln 2
ln 2

be
λ λ∆= + ∆ , 

where the two terms stem from the skewed and normal Gaussian contributions, 

respectively. The exact peak position was determined by fitting a simple Gaussian function 

within the FWHM window. A double skewed Gaussian function was used to fit double-band 

spectra for overlapping bands. For such a fit, restrictions on the skewness and FWHM were 

employed such that these parameters correspond reasonably well with the values of single-

band spectra. Fitting algorithms were based on the Nelmer-Mead or Levenberg-Marquardt 

algorithm in a least-mean-squares optimisation. 

RESULTS  
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RESULTS  

Continuous irradiation of a single trimer made it possible to follow the spectral dynamics 

over the course of tens of seconds. The majority of complexes exhibited spectrally stable 

fluorescence peaks that fluctuated within ~1 nm of the intermediate peak position of ~682 

nm. The extent of diffusion decreased considerably with the frequency of occurrence and 

was strongly complex dependent and only occasionally time dependent. While large shifts of 

the entire spectrum were rare, it more often occurred that an additional, red-shifted band 

appeared. Fig. 3.2 shows the spectral time traces of three selected trimers from which such 

double-band spectra were observed. The spectrally stable behavior illustrated in Fig. 3.2B 

typified most double-band states; however, significant spectral diffusion of the long-

wavelength band occurred occasionally (Fig. 3.2C) and with a much larger fractional 

frequency than for the ~682-nm band. Appearance, disappearance and shifts of the red 

band generally did not notably modify the ~682-nm spectral profile. The relative intensity of 

the two bands was primarily complex dependent, i.e., it varied substantially between 

different complexes, whereas the time-dependent intensity fluctuations of the two bands 

were generally correlated (Fig. 3.2B, also Fig. 3.7A in the Appendix), thus denoting single 

quantum systems with coupled emitters. However, energetically fluctuating red bands were 

often not correlated with the bluer band (Fig. 3.2C). The spectral peak distribution obtained 

from ~2000 complexes is displayed in Fig. 3.3. Examples of reversibility were found for the 

whole distribution of spectral profiles and peak positions.  

Spectral profiles that deviate from the ensemble spectrum, which characteristically peaks 

at ~682 nm, are classified into three groups in Table 3.1, with selected examples displayed 

in Fig. 3.4. In addition to the reversible single- and double-band spectra mentioned before, a 

3rd group (Group (iii)) comprises irreversible blue-shifted spectra characteristically peaking 

below 670 nm. To date we have not found conditions that establish reversibility of these 

spectral profiles. These spectra were generally visible from the onset of illumination, but 

were in a few individual observations preceded by a nondeviating spectrum. Although the  

Table 3.1. Properties of deviating fluorescence spectral profiles, classified into three groups.  

Group Peak 1 (nm) Peak 2 (nm) Fraction* (%) Reversible Proposed Explanation 

(i) 
673–678, 686–695 

~700–760 
– 

4–5† 

< 0.5 

Yes 

Sometimes 

Static disorder 

CT mixing‡ 

(ii) 680–685 ~690–755 4–5 Yes CT mixing‡ 

(iii) 650–670 690–715 Ill-defined¶ No Denaturation 

A deviating profile contains at least one band not peaking within 682 ± 3 nm. Reversibility denotes switching 

back to a state characterised by an ensemble spectral profile. 

* Fraction of complexes that peaked at the specified wavelength during the course of a spectral time trace.  
† 

Value taken from Fig. 3.3, denoting a time-weighted percentage.  
‡ 

Mixing between an exciton and charge-transfer state. 
¶ 

Strongly varying between different sets of measurements performed under very similar conditions, but small 

for a typical experiment. 
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irreversibility strongly points to a degraded system, the environmental sensitivity of the 

 
Figure 3.2. Fluorescence spectral time traces from single LHCII trimeric complexes at 5°C, acquired during 

continuous irradiation corresponding to a power of 1 μW at 630 nm. Fluorescence was binned into one-

second integration times. The distinct spectroscopic states are denoted by I, II and III, respectively, where 

I/III indicates alternation between states I and III. Spectra on top are the time averages of the respective 

spectral states. Fluorescence (FL) is expressed in counts per second (cps). 

 
Figure 3.3. Fluorescence peak (FLP) distribution from ~2000 individually measured LHCII trimers (bars) 

and 2000 calculated realisations of the static disorder for a disorder of 90 cm
-1

 (dots connected by lines). 

Red bars indicate peaks that were not reproduced by the calculations and the orange bar signify a 

“transition region” between green and red. Bins of 1, 3, and 5 nm were used for the green, orange, and 

red bars, respectively. Green bars denote the weighted time-dependent frequency of occurrence, 

whereas the orange and red bars represent the fraction of complexes and comprise mainly the peak 

positions of the redder bands of double-band states (see Table 3.1). Standard errors of 10% and 20% 

were estimated on the green and red bars, respectively. Distributions are compared to a time-averaged 

fluorescence spectrum from a single trimeric complex (SM). See text for details. 
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Figure 3.4. Selection of deviating spectral profiles from single LHCII complexes (points connected by 

lines). The rows correspond to the three groups in Table 3.1, respectively. Spectra are time averages 

of similar spectral profiles, each average corresponding to one complex. The reference spectrum 

(solid lines) is a time and population averaged single-molecule spectrum. The sharp decrease of the 

left wing below 640 nm in I–L stems from the fluorescence filter cut-off. All spectra are normalised to 

facilitate comparison of differing profiles. See text and Table 3.1 for further details. 
 

irreversibility strongly points to a degraded system, the environmental sensitivity of the 

complexes to exhibit extreme blue states prompted investigation of this phenomenon. The 

emitting states of these complexes were frequently stable for several minutes before 

irreversible photobleaching, indicating a stable underlying conformation. Indeed, single, 

denatured complexes of LHCII trimers were predominantly characterised by similar blue-

shifted spectral profiles (data not shown). Moreover, a blue emission band in an ensemble 

spectrum of LHCII trimers was attributed to denatured complexes (31, 32). Remarkably, 

similar blue spectra were occasionally observed upon performing SMS on small LHCII 

aggregates, minor antenna complexes (CP24, CP26 and CP29), and photosystem I antennae 

(data not shown). 

Group (iii) states were observed to be interreversible between at least three emitting 

states with primary maxima at approximately 655 nm, 660 nm and 665 nm, respectively. In 

addition, these spectral profiles are characterised by a long red tail, frequently enhanced 

into a defined peak with a maximum above 695 nm (Fig. 3.4J-K). The red band generally 

displayed intensity fluctuations in correlation with the extreme blue band (Fig. 3.7B), 

signifying coupled emitters in a single system. Although the extreme blue emission is 
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reminiscent of Chl b fluorescence, its frequency of occurrence was found to be independent 

of the excitation wavelength. The frequency of occurrence was also independent of the 

excitation intensity, the time of illumination, and the number or duration of interspersed 

dark periods. Curiously, extreme blue spectra were rare when ensembles of >100 complexes 

were illuminated, accordingly suggesting that this phenomenon is enhanced under single-

molecule conditions. 

DISCUSSION 

The primary objective of the present study was to investigate the rate and extent of spectral 

diffusion in single trimeric complexes of LHCII close to physiological conditions, and to 

establish a feasible connection to the properties of the corresponding pigment electronic 

states. 

A large distribution of spectral inhomogeneity from LHCII trimers is reported here. The 

wealth of spectral dynamics can be understood well in the context of the protein energy 

landscape model (10). Such an energy landscape is a hypersurface in the high-dimensional 

space of all the atomic coordinates of the protein and therefore represents all possible 

protein conformations as a function of the protein’s potential energy. The structural 

flexibility of a protein allows it to explore different regions of its landscape. The landscape 

includes a great number of local minima, each representing a quasi-stable conformational 

substate (CS). The height of the barriers between these substates determines the extent of 

the landscape that can be traversed by the protein under certain environmental conditions. 

At physiological temperatures, the protein evidently traverses a more extended region than 

at reduced temperatures. Furthermore, charge displacement resulting from excitation of a 

pigment causes a rapid perturbation in the protein structure due to strong pigment-phonon 

coupling. After such a perturbation, the protein may relax into a different CS. In addition, the 

average dissipated energy of the LHCII pigments after photon absorption under the utilised 

conditions greatly exceeds the Boltzmann energy. This energy is released as heat into the 

local environment of the protein and adds a significant amount of disorder to the protein.  

Due to the strong exciton-phonon coupling in LHCII, all of these structural fluctuations 

that are manifested in the local environment of the embedded pigments result in variations 

of the pigment site energies. This pigment site disorder is mostly determined by proton 

interactions (33) and, at room temperature, by thermal fluctuations. In a system with 

sufficient structural flexibility, environmental or photoinduced structural changes of the 

chromophores give rise to additional site disorder (34, 35). This pigment site inhomogeneity 

is reflected in the absorption and fluorescence properties of the complex and accordingly 

results in spectral diffusion. Most of these spectral changes occur on timescales shorter than 

the experimental time resolution, giving rise to inhomogeneous broadening and single-

molecule spectra with similar shapes and comparable widths as the ensemble spectrum (see 

Fig. 3.9 and Ref. 16). However, assuming that all spectral profiles are connected to specific 

protein CSs, the observation that the deviating spectra are stable on timescales of seconds 

to tens of seconds suggests that large energy barriers surround the associated CSs (36, 37). 

In the same context, the rapid transition between the different deviating spectral states 
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indicates steep barriers. Furthermore, the “histogram spectrum” in Fig. 3.3 represents 

inhomogeneous disorder on a timescale of seconds to tens of seconds and is therefore 

significantly narrower than the steady-state fluorescence spectrum for which the 

inhomogeneous disorder results primarily from subsecond processes. The infrequency of 

switching between states with distinctly different spectral properties adds to the height of 

the barriers between different CSs. 

It remains to be determined whether the whole distribution of observed spectral profiles 

can be explained by a reasonable amount of disorder in the complex. For this purpose we 

investigated the disorder-induced spectral flexibility of LHCII in solution at room 

temperature by using a modified Redfield disordered exciton model (7). In this model, an 

excitation perturbation is simulated by randomly varying the static disorder of all the 

pigment site energies and calculating the subsequent energy equilibration and resulting 

fluorescence spectral shape. This site disorder is expected to account for potentially large 

thermally- or charge-induced fluctuations in the local environment of the pigments. 

Different realisations of the static disorder indeed induce various spectral shape alterations 

(Fig. 3.5). By “fitting” these simulated profiles to the measured profiles, the related lowest 

exciton states can be described in terms of a quantitative delocalisation of the energy over 

all the pigments in the complex. 

In the calculations we used the structural data of Ref. 2 and took into account the 

interactions between 14 Chls of a monomeric subunit of the LHCII trimer, while neglecting 

interactions between Chls from adjacent monomeric subunits. The latter have a minor 

contribution to the lowest exciton states that determine the steady-state fluorescence 

spectrum. Therefore, in our simplified model, 14 exciton components were used (see Fig. 

3.9). To improve the fit of the room-temperature bulk spectra (Fig. 3.9), the parameters of 

the model were slightly adjusted. Generally the emissive properties of chromophores are 

sensitive to their environment, indicating that spectra of immobilised LHCII complexes can 

differ from the spectra of the same complexes in solution. For example, to reproduce the 

single-molecule spectra from immobilised bacterial LH2 complexes, the exciton-phonon 

coupling should be 1.5–1.7 times the value of freely diffusing complexes in solution and the 

site energies should be shifted uniformly (7, 16). In contrast, the single-molecule spectra 

from LHCII can be reproduced with the same phonon couplings and disorder values as for 

the bulk spectrum. However, the typical disorder of 90 cm−1 gave rise to only rare 

occurrences of fluorescence spectral broadening (only 26 from 2000 realisations) and no 

double-band spectra. Increase of the disorder to 140 cm−1 led to an improved fit of the 

single-molecule profiles, including more occurrences of spectral broadening and rare 

realisations with double-band spectral shapes (see Figs. 3.10 and 3.11). To maintain the 

values of the reorganisation shift, the coupling strengths to low-frequency and high-

frequency modes were decreased by a factor of 1.15.  

The peak distribution of the fluorescence spectra that were calculated for 2000 

realisations of the static disorder is shown in Fig. 3.3. The typical disorder of 90 cm−1 gave 

rise to a distribution that matches very well the part of the experimental distribution 

denoted in green. This indicates that the related spectral profiles can be explained by the 

disorder of the pigment site energies. 
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Figure 3.5. Fluorescence profiles calculated for different realisations of the static disorder for a single 

LHCII complex at room temperature. The realisations were obtained by using different sets of the site 

energies (Qy transition energies for 14 Chls), randomly taken from a Gaussian distribution with FWHM of 

90 cm
−1

. This disorder width was the same as for the Gaussian fit of the bulk spectrum. 

 
Figure 3.6. Comparison of eight selected modeled (blue) and measured (red) deviating fluorescence 

spectral profiles, along with the calculated participation ratio (PR) of the different pigments to the lowest 

exciton state (histograms to the right of corresponding spectra). Nondeviating reference spectrum is 

depicted in black and all spectra are normalised. Measured spectra are averages of spectral profiles with 

similar shapes, and calculated spectra are averaged over a number of realisations. For all realisations the 

disorder was 140 cm
−1

. PRn is averaged over a number of realisations of the static disorder within each 

group. See text for details. 
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    Fig. 3.6 displays a selection of modeled profiles that correspond well with a number of 

selected measured profiles. The histograms show the thermally averaged participation ratio 

(PR) of the pigments from n = 1 to 14 (corresponding to Chl 601 to Chl 614 in the notation of 

Ref. 2), defined as ( )4k
n k nk cpPR = ∑ , where pk  is the steady-state population of the k-th 

exciton state and k
nc  the wavefunction amplitude corresponding to the participation of the 

n-th pigment in the k-th exciton state. PRn is therefore indicative of the degree of excitation 

localisation at the n-th site. Fig. 3.6 reveals that different spectral shapes can be related to 

different corresponding excitation energy localisation patterns. In general, blue-shifted 

spectra are connected to delocalised states, while red shifts and double-band states are 

characterised by localisation of the energy on specific low-energy sites, resulting in a more 

non-uniform distribution of the PR. The different spectral features will be considered 

individually. 

Blue shifts of the whole spectrum, with simultaneous spectral shape alterations, occur for 

realisations with nearly uniform distribution within the three Chl a clusters, i.e., 

delocalisation within the a602-a603, a610-a611-a612 and a613-a614 clusters (Fig. 3.6A-B). 

Localisation at a613 in most cases produces significant broadening on the red side, while the 

blue wing still corresponds to the position of the bulk profile (Fig. 3.6G-H). Shifting of the 

whole spectrum to the red, without significant broadening, corresponds to an increasingly 

more non-uniform PR with predominant localisation at a610 and a smaller localisation at 

a602 (Fig. 3.6C-D). A disorder-induced red shift of the a602 or a610 sites breaks the 

delocalisation within the Chl a clusters on the stromal side (i.e., within the a610-a611-a612 

and a602-a603 clusters), thus increasing the reorganisation shift with further red shifting of 

the whole spectrum. However, increasingly more localisation at a610 and delocalisation 

within the a613-a614 cluster give rise to significant broadening and the appearance of two 

bands, with the red contribution being more intense than the blue part and the position of 

the blue band corresponding to that of the bulk spectrum (Fig. 3.6E). Alternatively, 

broadening of the red wing without shifting of the blue wing is determined by localisation 

within the a602-a603 and a613-a614 clusters while preserving delocalisation within the 

a610-a611-a612 cluster (Fig. 3.6F). In this case, the localised states are shifted to the red, 

whereas the delocalised states still contribute to the blue part of the spectrum. The two 

components in such spectra correspond to two emitters within a monomeric subunit of 

LHCII. Alternatively, the two emitters may be located in different monomeric units of a 

trimer. 

Although the excitation energy density was substantially higher than under in vivo 

conditions, local heating is negligible (see Appendix and Refs. 38 and 39). However, the high 

excitation rate may drive the protein into conformational states that less frequently occur 

under natural conditions, but which are still intrinsic to the system (16). Considering the very 

similar spectral shape of the single-molecule time and population average compared to the 

ensemble spectrum (Fig. 3.8) as well as the reversibility of the deviating states, we suggest 

that repetitive laser excitation at most increases the probability of slight conformational 

changes into states that are accessible in vivo. 
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Large Redshifts 

The pure exciton model of LHCII with standard disorder can explain spectral peaks up to 

~695 nm (see Figs. 3.3 and 3.11A). Inclusion of substantially increased disorder gives rise to 

peaks up to ~705 nm in rare occasions. However, SMS demonstrated the capability of LHCII 

to emit photons with even lower energy, i.e., emission peaks beyond this wavelength and up 

to ~760 nm were observed. This indicates the occasional appearance of large changes in the 

electronic structure of some of the pigments. Due to the inability of a pure exciton model to 

explain such conditions, we propose the existence of a protein conformational change to 

invoke these special low energy states. Such a structural change may allow substantial 

wavefunction overlap of some of the Chls to induce charge transfer (CT). Furthermore, such 

a CT state may strongly overlap spatially and energetically with one of the lowest exciton 

states, giving rise to coupling between these two states and subsequently a substantial red 

shift of the fluorescence (40, 41). Indeed, the peripheral light-harvesting complex of 

photosystem I of plants (LHCI) characteristically exhibits excessively red-shifted emission, 

which was explained by mixing of the excited state with a CT state of the excitonically 

coupled Chl dimer in the L2 site of this complex (42, 43), involving Chls a603 and a609 (44, 

45). Due to the homology between LHCI and LHCII, we suggest that the large red shifts in the 

latter may result from a similar mixing in the corresponding Сhl a603-b609-L2 site (in the 

notation of Ref. 2). Furthermore, fluctuation between different red-shifted states may arise 

from differing interaction strengths between the CT and excitonic state. Such large spectral 

shifts to the red have not yet been reported for LHCII trimers in solution.  

The observation that the appearance and shifts of the red band did not notably modify 

the spectral shape of the 682-nm band can be interpreted as the appearance of an 

additional emitting site, i.e., a trimer with a red site. The characteristic double-band spectra 

from LHCI at room temperature have been explained by the existence of similar ‘red 

chlorophylls’ (46). Furthermore, the coupled intensity fluctuations of these two bands and 

the reversibility of the red state suggest that the double-banded spectra are not related to 

dissociated trimers. 

Spectral red shifts exhibited by semiconductor quantum dots were also attributed to the 

Stark effect (denoted a quantum-confined Stark effect) and was explained to occur as the 

result of charge accumulation under slowly ionizing radiation (47). In particular, charge-

carrier trapping induces an electric field at or near the surface of the quantum dot and 

accordingly perturbs the electron-hole energy levels. Fluctuations in the field due to charge 

hopping between trap sites leads to a redistribution of electron density in the quantum dot 

core that manifests as a diffusion of the exciton transition energy. 

Spectral Bluing 

Although model calculations provide an explanation for spectra exhibiting a peak down to 

670 nm (Fig. 3.6A), SMS revealed that reversible spectral shifts were limited to at most 5 nm 

to the blue, with peaks beyond 675 nm being extremely rare. This indicates a possible over-

estimation of the disorder-induced spectral diffusion to the blue. However, the occurrence 

of extreme blue states characteristically peaking below 670 nm suggests the presence of a 
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phenomenon that either obstructs efficient energy transfer from Chl b to Chl a, or exhibits 

large changes in the electronic structure of the lowest exciton state. In either case, sizeable 

spatial rearrangements of the pigment-protein structure are required. A possible mechanism 

is the uncoupling of the tetramer Chl a604-b605-b606-b607 from the rest of the trimeric 

complex and subsequent emission from the Chl b’s in this cluster. This tetramer is the only 

loosely coupled cluster in a monomeric subunit (8, 48). Moreover, Chl a604, which absorbs 

at relatively blue wavelengths, is a bottleneck site (8, 43). In addition, the long red tail, which 

often appeared as a prominent band, may signify the presence of CT states, in particular 

involving Chl a604. Intensity fluctuation correlation of this red band with the extreme blue 

peak may accordingly indicate strong interaction between the two emitters, and in 

particular, a strong coupling of Chl a604 to the rest of the tetramer. Stability of this 

denatured state is possibly enhanced by stronger interaction with the substrate. 

The phenomenon of extreme blue emission from single-molecule systems is generally 

known as spectral bluing (49). Reversible spectral bluing was observed from a number of 

bacterial LH2 antennae and attributed to a similar mechanism as explained above, viz. the 

appearance of an energy trap before equilibration to the lowest exciton state (17). 

Intriguingly, irreversible and partially reversible spectral bluing is a well-known phenomenon 

of semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) (see, e.g., the recent review in Ref. 49). In contrast to 

the similar phenomenon appearing for LHCII, spectral bluing from QDs is strongly intensity 

dependent. It is generally explained to result from photooxidation of parts of a QD. 

However, in the essentially oxygen-free conditions we employed for investigating LHCII, it is 

highly unlikely that up to 100% of the complexes photooxidise, suggesting that different 

mechanisms are responsible for spectral bluing in QDs and pigment-protein complexes. 

Comparison with Bacterial Antennae 

The spectral behaviour of LHCII is significantly different than that reported for LH2 antennae 

of bacterial systems (Refs. 16 and 17). (i) LHCII exhibited a smaller spectral switching rate 

and reversibility under continuous irradiation; (ii) the deviating emission states of LHCII 

showed a larger photostability; (iii) the majority of deviating spectral profiles comprised 

double maxima, whereas only a small fraction of double maxima were observed for the 

bacterial systems; (iv) under similar experimental conditions, LHCII had a smaller 

fluorescence intensity and significantly shorter survival time before irreversible 

photobleaching; (v) spectral bluing was irreversible for LHCII, but reversible for LH2; (vi) 

LHCII showed preference for switching to lower energy values, whereas the jump size 

distribution of LH2 was symmetric about zero; (vii) in LH2 all spectra apart from spectral 

bluing could be well explained by the disordered-exciton model, while this model proved to 

be inadequate to explain all the spectra originating from LHCII; (viii) while the PR of the red-

shifted realisations of LHCII yielded a non-uniform distribution with predominant energy 

localisation on 1–3 pigments, the LH2 antenna is highly symmetric, so that localisation can 

occur at any arbitrary pigment, depending on the disorder pattern. Characteristics enlisted 

under (i) and (ii) may indicate that LHCII possesses larger potential energy barriers between 

its different conformational substates than LH2. The spectral behavioral differences between 
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LHCII and LH2 can primarily be ascribed to the substantially different structures of these two 

systems. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

LHCII samples its disorder; the resulting, relatively small spectral fluctuations are well 

described by the disordered exciton-Redfield model. The variations of the associated site 

energies are related to small conformational changes of the pigment-protein scaffold. The 

pure exciton model with increased disorder can reproduce most typical experimental 

profiles with peaks lying between 670 nm and 705 nm, although only rare occurrences of 

large spectral shifts were found. This signifies that these spectra may be related to a specific 

localisation pattern, controlled predominantly by the conformation-induced disorder of the 

pigment site energies. Occasionally, LHCII switches to a new state, emitting primarily above 

705 nm. These realisations may be connected to some special conformations that are not 

included in the normal exciton model, which we attribute to states with a substantial charge-

transfer character. On a timescale of seconds to tens of seconds, single LHCII complexes 

behave spectrally significantly different than bacterial complexes, a phenomenon that 

should be expected in the light of the substantial dissimilarity of the respective structural 

arrangements. 
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APPENDIX  

 

Figure 3.7. Examples of time-correlated (A, B) and -uncorrelated (C) fluctuations of double-band 

spectra. Correlated fluctuations occurred more frequently. Fluorescence was measured in counts per 

second (cps). The legends indicate the corresponding spectral peak values. 

Effect of Local Heating 

Although it has been suggested that heat dissipation in LHCII trimers gives rise to localised 

structural changes due to thermal instabilities in their local environment (50), Garab and co-

workers have demonstrated that the local heating of these complexes, which is mainly 

attributable to exciton-exciton annihilation, is negligible at room-temperature (29). We 

propose that the heat production as the result of single-triplet annihilation under our 

experimental conditions can be fully explained by dynamic disorder of the protein and is 

thus negligible on the assessed timescales.  

It can readily been shown that at the utilised excitation intensities, the local environment 

of a complex absorbs a negligible amount of laser energy. Consider a laser beam propagating 

along the z-axis and a focal volume defined by 10r z= =  nm located in the centre of the 

beam focus and consisting of pure water molecules, where r is the radial distance r 

measured from z. In this volume we may assume a constant cross-sectional area and 

intensity of the beam. The power decrease of the incident light as the result of absorption 

along the length dz is then given by 0( )dP z I A dzα= , with α denoting the absorption 

coefficient of the medium, and the transverse cross-sectional area of the beam 

approximated by 2
0A wπ= . Using α = 0.33 m-1 for water at 630 nm and 5°C (30), the total 

power absorbed in this focal region amounts to 6.6 × 10-15 W. Taking the specific heat 

capacity of water at 5°C to be 4.204 J K-1 mL-1, the equivalent temperature increase is 2.6 nK 

per pulse, which is clearly negligible, considering that this heat is rapidly removed by the 

connected bath of 5°C.  
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Comparison with the Ensemble Spectrum 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Additional Modeling Results  

 
Figure 3.9. Steady-state bulk absorption and fluorescence spectra measured for trimeric LHCII at 

room temperature (points) and calculated using modified Redfield theory (thick lines). In the 

calculation we used the structural data of Ref. 2 and our original exciton model of LHCII (7). 

Calculated spectra are shown together with contributions from the 14 individual exciton components 

(thin lines). See main text for more details. 

 
Figure 3.8. Bulk spectrum (solid) and time and population average of 400 complexes for ~60-second 

continuous illumination (dashed), measured under similar conditions. The ensemble spectrum was 

acquired upon 10-ms excitation of 0.1 μW, whereas 1-second excitation of 1 μW was used for every 

single-molecule (SM) spectrum.  The discrepancy in the blue and red wings between the two spectra 

probably stems from slight differences in focussing onto the CCD chip from measurements performed on 

different days. The similarity of the two spectral shapes indicates that the number of deviating states is 

independent of the excitation rate per complex and the illumination time; a larger access rate to 

deviating states is expected to broaden the SM spectrum (36). 
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Figure 3.10. Comparison of selected modeled (solid, thick line) and measured (points connected by 

lines) fluorescence spectral profiles, for normal static disorder (90 cm
-1

) (A–F) and increased disorder 

(140 cm
-1

) (G–N). Insets (histograms) denote the calculated thermally averaged participation ratio 

(PR) of the different pigments to the lowest exciton state. The equilibrium reference spectrum is 

depicted by the short, dashed line, and all spectra are normalised. Measured spectra are averages of 

spectral profiles with similar shapes, and calculated spectra are averaged over a number of 

realisations. 

From the 2000 calculated realisations in Fig. 3.10A–F, 26 spectra had an enhanced width, 
comprising 10 with a peak position near the bulk maximum and 16 with a red-shifted peak. 
Fig. 3.10E and F are averages of these 10 and 16 realisations, respectively. No realisations 
with a distinct double-peak shape were found among these 2000 realisations. Calculated 
spectra in panels A–D were averaged over 328, 976, 464, and 12 realisations peaking within 
683.5–684.5, 685–686.5, 689–692, and 693–697 nm, respectively. Note that the individual 
realisations in each group have essentially the same characteristic line shape as the averaged 
spectrum for this group, with only a minor deviation in the peak position and width. 
Delocalisation degrees for the 6 groups of realisations are described by the inverse 
participation ratio 1/∑nPRn, with values 1.6807, 1.6102, 1.5123, 1.4039, 1.3618, and 1.5006 
for Panels A–F, respectively. The inverse participation ratio of the steady-state density 
matrix (defined as in Ref. 51) corresponding to each spectrum is given by 1.4219, 1.3933, 
1.3127, 1.2404, 1.0611, and 1.3279, respectively. 
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Increase of the disorder (Fig. 3.10G–N) gave rise to larger inhomogeneous broadening and 
the presence of a few double-band spectra. Delocalisation degrees for the 8 groups of 
realisations are 1.6334, 1.5765, 1.4809, 1.3930, 1.2893, 1.3013, 1.3191, and 1.4481 for 
panels G–N, respectively, and the respective participation ratios of the steady-state density 
matrix are 1.3887, 1.3604, 1.2914, 1.1506, 0.7834, 1.1139, 1.0332, and 1.3058. 

 

 

Figure 3.11. Distribution of fluorescence peak positions of 2000 calculated realisations of the static 

disorder, for a disorder of 90 cm
-1

 (A) and 140 cm
-1

 (B). Calculated spectra averaged over the 2000 

realisations are depicted by solid lines and compared with the time- and population-averaged 

measured spectrum (dashed lines). Evidently, in our model the averaged spectrum is determined 

primarily by non-shifted realisations peaking at 682 ± 3 nm, with spectral shapes very similar to the 

bulk spectral profile. Spectral shapes with contributions shifted more than ~3 nm from the average 

position occurred infrequently and therefore do not result in any significant broadening of the 

calculated averaged spectrum with respect to the bulk. 
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